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The sea view you dream of 10 minutes from the city center of Nice, overlooking the
city and in a green setting, in the middle of century-old olive trees, palm trees and
flowering laurels, Blue Pearl is a rare and exceptional place to live with a
sumptuous 180 ° on the Baie des Anges. A top-of-the-range private estate with
swimming pool, this Icade project offers you the opportunity to become the owner
of an apartment ranging from studios to 5 rooms. All have generous outdoor
spaces and luxury amenities. Some, duplexes are thought of as houses. Rare and
precious, Blue Pearl is the blue pearl of high-end new projects on the Côte
d&#39;Azur. Work in progress ! Discover our residence on video:
www.youtube.com/embed/WpOndrKNSgA ADVANCE ON THE SEA Located on the
Archet hill, the BLUE PEARL residence overlooks Nice and offers you a sumptuous
180° panorama over the Baie des Anges. In a green setting, among thousand-
year-old olive trees, palm trees and flowering laurels, you will appreciate this rare
and exceptional place to live. EXCEPTION AND MODERNITY FOR A UNIQUE
LIFESTYLE At the heart of the Archet hill, Blue Pearl is a private estate which
seems to emerge from the original landscape, so much its resolutely modern
architecture blends perfectly into its natural environment. The apartments from
studios to 5 rooms, configured as a house, some of which are duplexes, have a
terrace, loggia or garden, offering you an exceptional panorama over the peaks of
Mercantour and the gentle curve of the Baie des Anges. Labels and certifications
Access facilities By transport A few minutes from the heart of town, this elegant
place to live benefits from all the services and amenities you may need: - Easy
access to reach Nice international airport, the A8 motorway, the Arénas and eco-
valley business districts - Public transport: Bus line n°22 5 minutes from the tram
line 2 stop which connects East and West - Near the Archet hospital, the Carlone
university center, museums, natural park, mini-golf, private beaches and shopping
area
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